
PRETTY DEADLY Sales Sheet

DIAMOND CODES:
Pretty Deadly #1: AUG130504 (2nd ptg SEP138208)
Pretty Deadly #2: SEP130627
Pretty Deadly #3: OCT130610
Pretty Deadly #4: NOV13051
Pretty Deadly #5: DEC130586
Pretty Deadly Vol. 1 TP: FEB140533
Pretty Deadly #6: SEP150574
Pretty Deadly #7: OCT150555
Pretty Deadly #8: NOV150631
Pretty Deadly #9: DEC150608

SYNOPSIS:
The tale is told by a bunny to a butterfly, and the cycle of life and death is an intricately woven tapestry — 
brutal and violent as blades in flesh, delicate as a hummingbird’s wings pummeled by rain — in this Eis-
ner-nominated series, beginning in the Old West. Over the course of 4+ volumes, we’ll follow characters 
both mortal and immortal across the plains of the first half of the 20th century as they explore themes of 
Death, War, Commerce, Love and Hope.

CREATORS:
Kelly Sue DeConnick (writer, co-creator):  PRETTY DEADLY (Image), BITCH PLANET (Image), CAP-
TAIN MARVEL (Marvel), AVENGERS ASSEMBLE (MARVEL) 

Emma Rios (artist, co-creator): PRETTY DEADLY (Image), OSBORN (Marvel), STRANGE (Marvel), 
HEXED (Boom! Studios)

Jordie Bellaire (colorist): PRETTY DEADLY (Image), The Manhattan Projects (Image), MOON KNIGHT 
(Marvel)

Clayton Cowles (letterer): BITCH PLANET (Image), THE WICKED + THE DIVINE (Image), SPIDER-
GWEN (Marvel)

CROSS-SALE OPPORTUNITIES (If you enjoy these, you may enjoy Pretty Deadly):
Sandman, East of West, Preacher, Lone Wolf and Cub

JUMPING ON POINTS:
Issues 1-5 make up the first arc and are read best together as a cohesive story. The arc beginning with 
PRETTY DEADLY #6, available now, picks up from previous issues but works well as a jumping on point 
for new readers, too.

MISC:
This is a current ongoing series.

AWARDS/NOMINATIONS:
8th International MANGA Awards (2015) – Bronze Medal
Eisner Award (2014) – Jordie Bellaire for Best Coloring
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Eisner Nomination (2016) - Jordie Bellaire for Best Coloring
Eisner Nomination (2015) – Kelly Sue DeConnick for Best Writer
Eisner Nomination (2014) – Kelly Sue DeConnick for Best Writer
Eisner Nomination (2014) – Emma Rios for Best Penciler/Inker
Eisner Nomination (2014) – Emma Rios for Best Cover Artist

QUOTES:
“DeConnick’s script, heavy on myth and metaphor, is ably realized by Emma Rios’ expressionist art, with 
its thickets of rough lines. Her flat, slightly abstracted figures give a sense of heightened reality that fits 
the script. That tone is also reinforced by Jordie Bellaire’s dark and ruddy palette, which often has a su-
pernatural glint. Art and story alike refute our expectations, making Pretty Deadly feel less like a western 
than a new myth.” 
--Garrett Martin, Paste 

“Pretty Deadly does not fit any one genre. It has a little bit of a spaghetti western flavor mixed with magic, 
sword and sorcery, the horrific and the macabre, and a little bit of superheroics and action thrown in to 
make a storytelling stew unlike anything else on the shelves.” 
--Keith Dooley, Comics Authority 

"Pretty Deadly is an Eastern myth incubated in a Western womb; a story within a story within a story; a 
dark fairytale about bad men, worse women, and Deadface Ginny, the reaper of vengeance, the daughter 
of Death. Commence head-banging now."  
-- John Parker, Comics Alliance


